Color Type Chart

Chapter Seventeen

Type 1. Blonde hair, fair complexion, good color:
   Black . . . Very good
   White . . . Very good
   Gray . . . Yes
   Red . . . No
   Yellow . . Tan shades
   Blue . . . Any tone, intense or neutralized
   Orange . . Brown tone good
   Green . . . Especially good
   Violet . . . Tones running toward blue especially good

Type 2. Weak blonde hair, fair pale complexion, gray-blue eyes:
   Black . . . Yes
   White . . . Only as trimming
   Gray . . . Dark shades only
   Red . . . In neutralized tones
   Yellow . . No
   Blue . . . All tones partly neutralized
   Green . . . Dark shades
   Violet . . . All tones; red-violet especially good

Type 3. Brown or brown-black hair, dark complexion, running toward brown, dark brown eyes:
   Black . . . Yes
   White . . . No
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Gray . . . . Dark shades only
Red . . . . Neutralized red, such as henna and burgundy
Yellow . . . No
Blue . . . . All tones except the light tints
Orange . . Very dark shades only (brown)
Green . . . Yes
Violet . . . No

TYPE 4. Auburn hair, fair ruddy complexion, hazel eyes:
Black . . . . Especially good
White . . . . Very good
Gray . . . . Yes
Red . . . . No
Yellow . . . Neutralized tones only (tans)
Blue . . . . All tones
Orange . . Neutralized tones (brown)
Green . . . Very good
Violet . . . Blue-violets better than warm tones

TYPE 5. So-called red hair, fair complexion, gray-green eyes:
Black . . . . Yes
White . . . . Yes
Gray . . . . Yes
Orange . . Brown tones
Red . . . . No
Yellow . . No
Blue . . . . Exceptionally good
Orange . . Neutralized tones in dark shades (brown)
Green . . . Especially good
Violet . . . All tones
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Type 6. Blue-black hair, dark complexion running to olive, brown eyes:
Black.....Yes
White.....No
Gray.....No
Red.....Henna and burgundy; very dark neutralized reds
Yellow.....No
Blue.....Dark tones
Orange.....No
Green.....No
Violet.....No

Type 7. Dark brown hair, fair skin, blue eyes:
Black.....Yes
White.....Yes
Gray.....Yes
Red.....Yes
Yellow.....Not particularly good
Blue.....All tones very good
Orange.....Neutralized tones (brown)
Green.....Yes
Violet.....Tints of blue-violet

Type 8. Blue-black hair, black eyes, white skin:
Black.....Very good
White.....Not especially good
Gray.....Yes
Red.....Yes
Yellow.....Yes; but not greenish yellow
Blue.....Yes
Orange.....Intense tones very good
Green.....Yes
Violet.....Red-violet and light tints
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